Loi :

Booth
We tend to collect vocabularies through movement, audio and visual interpretation.
Performers (audiences) will gain multimedia experiences by creating body motions
through listening to their visual and audio feedback. The goal is to redefine the possibility
of “improvisation”. Instead of having a choreographer to create guidelines for the piece,
performers will be expected to improvise with their own understandings on specified topics
and are welcome to create their unique motion streams according to their own emotion
flows.
--Monitoring performer’s motion → printing out a physical copy of a performer’s dance.
The sensor can detect body motion translate to static picture in computer and
‘vibrate’(sound) of the motion will response the same time to people. But people can only
hear sound, the motion track shows in lab.
This is a space for people to response ‘improv motion’ (movements).

Form:
Part one——
About ‘improv instinct motion’
This is a succedaneum of “dance”. All body movements are dance in this ‘room’.
It’s conscious or instinct improvisational body reflection.
About ‘translate’
The senior detects the body motion, record motion by static lines and shapes. The final is a static,
graphic, 2D picture that can be print out. Which is the static ‘dance film’.
Part two——
About ‘room’
This is a opaque space for people to response ‘improv instinct motion’ (movements).
In this space, people will surround by diﬀerent colors, smells and the sounds reflection inside. It’s
like a ‘therapy’ space for relax.
The sensor can detect body motion translate to static picture in computer and ‘vibrate’(sound) of
the motion will response the same time to people.
About ‘private’
there is no camera shooting. There are only the picture(by lines) and vibrate(sound) response. No
video no photo.
Part three——
About ‘vibrate’
The vibrate is from motion. It’s inaudibility but existing. Body moves the vibrate generates.
About ‘substantiality’
Use tones to display the ‘vibrate’. Make it audibility. It’s another way to translate motion.

Part four——
To the participators
I want more people notice there is not that much boundary between dance and move. If you are a
dancer, this is a diﬀerent record of your improv. If not, this is a time to be your own dancer. No
matter you have background or not, you are shy, solitary or not. It’s a private space to enjoy.
Part five——
About ‘experiment’
It’s a motion date collecting. How much motion can be created without ‘dance’ directivity.

Part six——
About choreography
Collect all ‘static dance film’, videos with permission and sound to rebuild and film it.

Impact:
To find another way to ‘translate’ this ‘improv instinct motion’.
TO CONSTRUCT A ‘PRIVATE THERAPY ROOM’ FOR PEOPLE TO ‘IMPROV INSTINCT MOTION’.
TO SUBSTANTIALITY THE ‘VIBRATE’ OF THIS ‘IMPROV INSTINCT MOTION’.
TO INSPIRE MORE PEOPLE INTEREST IN THIS ‘IMPROV INSTINCT MOTION’.
TO EXPERIMENT HOW PEOPLE ‘IMPROV INSTINCT MOTION’.
TO CHOREOGRAPHY THIS ‘IMPROV INSTINCT MOTION’.

Audiences/communities:
This program open to all communities. Want to encourage more people to enjoy moving their
body. Also I want to make another to record people’s movement by the ‘static dance video’ we
oﬀer to audiences.

